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ELLICOTT'S COMMENTARY ON THE WHOLE BIBLE is a practical and ideal commentary for
Sunday school teachers, Christian workers, Bible students, libraries, and ministers. Each of the
durably bound volumes in this handsome set is designed with an eye to the convenience of the
user. The large, double-column pages are distinctive and easy-to-read. The helpful running
commentary is always on the same page with the actual Bible text, making it simple for the
user to locate the information he or she seeks. The comments in every case are crisply written
and wonderfully practical and up-to-date. You, the user, will not have to read pages of
extraneous material to get the important information. If you ever need help for: Sunday
sermons Prayer Meeting talks Messages for Young People's Groups, etc. Sunday school
lessons Personal Bible study Messages for special occasions you will find it in ELLICOTT'S
COMMENTARY ON THE WHOLE BIBLE.
The Bible is composed of 66 books penned by 40+ people over 2,000 years. Since the Bible
was penned by these people over several thousands of years, some skeptics cast suspicions
that it was not integrated or true. The Bible can be proven, it is integrated and literal and
authored by someone outside of our time domain. Every letter and every number was dictated
by deliberate design of Elohim (God). Prophecies are not to scare you or anyone else. They
are to prepare the Believer for events when they occur. To be a Christian should be a
challenge. If you are not being persecuted, you are not walking closely with Yeshua (Jesus).
We are told YHVH does not give us the Spirit of Fear in 2 Tim 1:7. Yeshua tells us in Luke
21:12, that before the start of the last 7 years, Daniel's 70th week or as commonly know as the
Tribulation, Christians will be persecuted. Do not fear persecution, expect persecution if you
are being righteous in YHVH's eyes.
I. The Seer of Patmos, John the Beloved, (Poem). II. The Author of the Revelation. III. The
Message to the Churches. IV. The Message to the Churches (Continued).V.A Glimpse of
Heaven. VI. Who is Worthly to Open the Book?. VII. History iin the Seals. VIII. The Sealing
Work. IX. The Trumpets. X. The Beginning of Woes. XI. The Voice of a Mighty Angel. XII. The
Third Woe. XIII. The Great Controversy. XIV. The Beast from the Sea and the Beast from the
Earth. XV. The Three Angel's Messages. XVI. Preparation for the Plagues. XVII. The Seven
Last Plagues. XVIII. Babylon, The Great Mystery. XIX. Be Ye Separate. XX. The Two Suppers.
XXI. The Judgment of the Wicked. XXII. The Glories of the New Jerusalem. XXIII. The New
Earth. XXIV. The Sanctuary and Its Service. Questions for Study. Index of Marginal
References
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a
series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these,
empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
NO ONE HAS SATIRIZED New York society quite like Dawn Powell, and in this classic novel
she turns her sharp eye and stinging wit on the literary world, and "identifies every sort of
publishing type with the patience of a pathologist removing organs for inspection." Frederick
Olliver, an obscure historian and writer, is having an affair with the restively married, beautiful,
and hugely successful playwright, Lyle Gaynor. Powell sets a see-saw in motion when Olliver
is swept up by the tasteless publishing tycoon, Tyson Bricker, and his new book makes its way
onto to the bestseller lists just as Lyle's Broadway career is coming apart.
This work affirms the centrality of Jesus and His coming work of retribution and reward as the
keys to understanding Revelation.

The Essential Evangelical Parallel Bible enables readers to easily compare a
quartet of modern translations that span the full range of approaches, from the
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most precise and literal to the most dynamic and reader-friendly. The New King
James Version and English Standard Version permit close word-study, while the
New Living Translation and The Message present the text as its earliest
audiences might have experienced it. The complete texts of the four translations
featured in this volume are conveniently displayed on facing pages (two
translations per page), with the same set of verses on each one. The EEPB is
particularly noteworthy because it is the first parallel Bible to feature the updated
NLT text.
Amid the welter of writing on biblical prophecy, this important work by Kuyper
challenges the thoughtful Christian to profoundest reverence for the message of
the book of the Revelation.
"Though St. John the Evangelist saw many strange monsters in his vision, he
saw no creature so wild as one of his own commentators." ~ G.K. Chesterton
The book of Revelation was written to do just that: reveal. But most
commentaries nowadays either engage in bizarre speculations about the future,
or they keep an embarrassed distance from all the apocalyptic events that the
apostle John says will “shortly take place.” In this commentary, Douglas Wilson
provides a passage-by-passage walkthrough of the entire book, showing how
John’s most notorious prophecies concern the Fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70.
Explaining symbols and characters as he goes, Wilson shows from the text that
not only is this book not an elaborate code, but that Revelation is not even
ultimately concerned with the end of the world as we know it. Revelation is about
the triumph of the Church, which always happens when the Man comes around.
With over 500,000 Bible prophecy books sold, Mark Hitchcock is fast becoming one of the
most popular and widely trusted voices on this topic. The Amazing Claims of Bible Prophecy is
his newest release. This book takes a fascinating look at one of the most important aspects of
Bible prophecy: It confirms the divine origin and complete reliability of God’s Word. Only
God—who is all-knowing—can tell what lies ahead with 100 percent accuracy. Readers will
examine ten past prophecies and their astounding fulfillments, all of which serve as profound
evidence for both unbelievers and believers that God’s Word can be trusted. Readers will also
explore ten future prophecies and see how today’s events foreshadow the fact Earth’s final
hour is near. This resource will encourage believers toward a deeper confidence in the Word
and equip them with a powerful defense against those who question the Bible’s truth claims.
One of the dogmas of humankind is that the Quran is quoted or borrowed from the Bible. This
creed is established upon studies of articles of many prejudiced intellectual scholars this is the
tenth book in the series Science vs. Bible vs. Quran In this series of books (1-10), it is obvious
that: 1) The Bible contradicts the Sciences in many aspects. 2) The Quran preceded the
sciences in many aspects. 3) The Quran is quite different from the Bible in respect to the
meanings of the verses that talk about a specific topic. In the present topic of the Spider, the
smart reader will answer easily this fake dogmatic question: Is the Quran quoted from the
Bible? The Quran says, The female spider is the one mainly undertaking the building of the
house, The spider's house, from the physical and spiritual point of view, is the weakest house
of all and The weakness is in the spider's house and not the threads Now, the smart reader
can easily answer this dogmatic question: Is the Quran quoted from the Bible? Is the Quran
which says the above is quoted or borrowed from the Bible which says? Four things on earth
are smallest on the Earth, Ants, Coneys, locusts and a spider, Locusts have no king, The
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spider is found in kings' palaces and Whoever eats the eggs of vipers will die. I will leave the
smart reader to answer that dogmatic question. In this book, you will read about: The spider in
the Bible Proverbs 30:25-30 The Ants, Conies, locusts and lizard are the four smallest things
The Ants, Conies, locusts and spider are the four smallest things Job 8:13-18 The hope of a
hypocrite shall perish His trust shall be as a web of spiders His roots are wrapped about the
stone Neither a period nor a comma will disappear from the Bible Even the smallest part of a
letter in the Bible cannot be changed Jesus said: "my words will never disappear"
Unfortunately, they disappeared Jesus said: "my words will last forever" Unfortunately, they
disappeared Add and Remove words from the Bible Ibrahim's theory to discover the corruption
of the Bible Ibrahim's theory, the easiest way to realize the distortion of the Bible Ibrahim's
theory, prove the Bible's falsification in one hour! The First example of Fabrication of the Word
of God Isaiah 59:1-8 Bible: Whoso is eating serpents' eggs shall die; Science: This is
inaccurate Bible: Anyone is eating viper's eggs shall die; Science: This is wrong Bible: Whoso
is eating snake's eggs shall die; Science: This is erroneous The Bible describes the Israelites
in 21 statements The Second example of Fabrication of the Word of God The verse Job 8:14
The words that are mentioned in the original Hebrew text The third example of Fabrication of
the Word of God The verse Proverbs 30:28 The words that are mentioned in the original
Hebrew text Which Bible's version is the Word of God? How many times Spider is mentioned
in the Bible? How many times Lizard is mentioned in the Bible? How many times the word
"King" is mentioned in the Bible? The spider In the Quran Chapter 29 of Quran is named "AlAnkaboot" which means the spider The female spider is the one mainly undertaking the
building of the house The spider's house is the weakest house of all The spider's house is
deprived of all love and kindness The likeness of nonbelievers is as the likeness of the spider
The spider's web does not protect the spider from heat or cold Allah is the Mighty in His
kingdom Allah is the Wise in what He does Allah decreed that none should be worshipped
except Him Humankind build their hopes like the spider's web As for these similitudes, Allah
coin the nonbelievers None will grasp their meaning save the wise people The Weakness of
the Powerful
This contribution to The New International Commentary on the New Testament is a revision of
Robert Mounce's original entry on the book of Revelation and reflects more than twenty
additional years of mature thought and the latest in scholarship.
Excerpt from The Locusts Have No King Frederick professed immense gratification at the com
pliment, adding that, for his part he always enjoyed being introduced to Ephraim Beckley and
considered the Beck ley amnesla in the presence of unknowns nothing short of genius. About
the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books.
Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare
cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in
our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
For those who have tried and failed to follow through on a plan to study the entire Bible, Chuck
Missler has the answer. Learn the Bible in 24 Hours is an ideal study aid to help you grasp the
big picture of Scripture. Each chapter is designed for study in an hour or less. Features
include: Sound, fresh teaching on Scripture Historical and cultural insight into biblical passages
Sidebars that highlight the primary concepts of the chapter
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